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WE WARMLY INVITE YOU TO IMBUE YOUR
HEART WITH PEACE, LOVE AND HEALING WITH
THE MYSTICAL ROSE
Our Lady, Mother Mary, is also known as Rosa
Mystica or the Mystical Rose. In our Rosa Mystica
course, we are invited into her warm spiritual
embrace to personally experience her beautiful
divine energy. As you move through the course,
you will be supported by Mother Mary, enveloped
by her unconditional love, so that you can journey
along your unique soul path, and into her sacred
realm of trust, love, peace and divine healing.
Rosa Mystica is a creative form of spiritual work
and soul healing, discovered over 14 modules in a
self-paced environment. It’s designed to awaken
you to the presence of Mother Mary, so that you
are open to experiencing your radiant heart bond
with her, to receive her palpable protection and
stimulate your own soul healing.
In this beautiful Rosa Mystica program, you’ll join
us on our healing journey where we believe you
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS

will find a deeper experience of spiritual love.
You’ll follow the path into a sublime space where
meditations, visualisations, movement, voice and
more are embraced for transformation to occur.
Mother Mary helps you step into the spiritual
intelligence of your heart, so you can live with
courage, trust, confidence and awareness of your
own precious soul journey. Mother Mary reaches
out to all those who seek divine intervention to
manifest their highest purpose for the spiritual
benefit of all beings.
Experience and channel the divine heart of the
Mystical Rose with beloved spiritual teacher,
Alana Fairchild. Together with our sacred
community you can explore the abundant grace,
kindness, love, healing and wisdom that Mother
Mary offers to all who come to her with an open
and willing heart.
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DISCOVER ROSA MYSTICA

COURSE OUTLINE
In this program you will explore 14 soul-expanding spiritual modules created
to help you explore the divine presence and loving power of Mother Mary, Our
Mystical Rose. Throughout the program you will receive written teachings, guided
healing practices and spiritual blessings in video format set to Alana’s own
beautiful music. The course content, and your journey along it, will traverse 13
sacred forms of our beloved divine lady.
You will also have access to a private forum to discuss your learnings with other
course participants, and will receive Zoom links via which you can access live
community meditations with Alana. Finally, you’ll receive weekly study guides
to assist you on your training journey.
If you desire, you may also enrol in the Rose of
Venus membership program, which gives you
additional opportunities to engage with other Rosa
Mystica participants and graduates, as well as exclusive
access to the Rosa Mystica community library which houses
exclusive content and other materials unique to Rosa Mystica
and only available to members.
The Rosa Mystica course is designed to empower and elevate your
spiritual path and proficiency in manifesting higher energies. The program can be
approached as an immersive spiritual retreat where you complete one module per
day or per week. Or it can be accomplished over a longer period of time to allow
for complete integration of each module and its accompanying practice.
If you are yearning to heal your heart, sanctify your soul and transform your life,
immerse yourself in the frequency of this loving divine presence and embrace
spiritual creativity and the grounded wisdom that Alana herself radiates, we
warmly welcome you to join us in this realm of sacredness, soul and healing.
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MODULE 1
– Introduction and Guidance Into the Divine Feminine
In this module we focus on the Mystical Rose as an expression of the Divine Feminine, promising to
accept you fully, while creating a sublime space for transformation to occur. We connect with Our Lady
Mother Mary as an emanation of the Divine Feminine that is relevant for all hearts. We learn about how
the Divine Feminine overcomes fear and that she will manifest in many and varied forms in order to
answer our prayers, as an expression of her love for us.

MODULE 2
– Madonna of the White Rose
In this module, we focus on spiritual purification as a method to attain healing transformation and release,
clearing and renewal. The higher purpose of the Divine Feminine is always your spiritual liberation and
sacred fruition – to elevate your soul and accomplish your life’s higher purpose. Purification creates
spaciousness to allow our higher purpose to manifest more readily. In the spaciousness, there is room
to heal, raise our vibration, and then receive new and improved energies that support authenticity,
abundance and soulfulness. To purify oneself is to align more closely with our true loving nature and
highest potential.
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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MODULE 3
– Madonna of the Red Rose
In this module, we focus on voice and movement practice, particularly connecting with a form of
Our Lady known as the Untier or Undoer of Knots. This epithet of Mary is over 300 years old
and yet is so relevant to modern humans. Our Lady, the Undoer of Knots, is particularly present
in our lives when we are working through an old, perhaps long-standing
cycle or issue, and are about to resolve it and become ready for a
significant new chapter in our lives. She presides over transitions of
significance and feeling a particular heart connection with her can
indicate a significant inner and, likely also, outer transition taking
place in your life journey.

MODULE 4
– Madonna of the Orange Rose
In this module we work through a beautiful guided visualisation
process and explore our Lady as Stella Maris, or Star of the Sea.
Mother Mary in this form is a guiding star, showing the way –
especially through troubling times in our lives. One of the ways
that this form of Mary is depicted is with her foot upon a crescent
moon. The symbolism of such iconography is reassuring. The foot
upon something shows rulership and strength to subdue. The
feet of holy beings are considered blessed. Our emotional life can
nourish and guide us when we learn how to work with it consciously
and respectfully, but if allowed to rage out of control, or if repressed,
it will become destructive rather than creative. As we connect with
our Lady in this form, we are encouraged to embrace our emotional life
with wisdom, realising the intelligence and intuitive guidance that our
emotions can provide us.

MODULE 5
– Madonna of the Yellow Rose
In this module you will participate in a stunning sound healing process, and we particularly connect
with a beautiful form of the Madonna of the Yellow Rose known as Our Lady of Confidence. In the Italian
language she is La Madonna della Fiducia, or Our Lady of Trust. Mother Mary in this form is protective
of all hearts and is especially associated with protection of those that have a spiritual path involving
leadership, particularly spiritual guidance or mentoring. She protects the soul through the difficulties we
encounter while learning to become healers, guides and mentors for others, and even when learning how
to rely upon ourselves and trust our own hearts to guide us on our authentic life path.
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MODULE 6
– Madonna of the Pink Rose
In this module we will be part of a guided energetic offering
process, connecting with Our Lady of Guadalupe. One of the
heart treasures of Our Madonna of the Pink Rose is that although
we need strength of will, confidence and courage to seek and
serve spiritual compassion and truth, we are never alone. We are
always being guided and helped. The Divine cannot do it for us.
We are responsible for the human side of the relationship, but
Mother Mary will become the wind beneath our wings and the safe
path beneath our feet as we take confident and bold steps on our
life path. The impossible becomes possible because we dare to trust
in her. This form of Mother Mary is often particularly relevant to those
who feel that they are not powerful by society’s standards, and need
to learn how to recognise that their spiritual empowerment is enough to
create a wonderful and special life journey.

MODULE 7
– Madonna of the Blue Rose
Here we’ll participate in voice healing and the intuitive reading process. The blue rose is not
found in nature. With the Madonna of the Blue Rose, our journey with Mother Mary enters mystical
territory which cannot be perceived by the ordinary senses. We are entering the subtle realms of the
supernatural dimension. The blue rose is a human co-creation with nature. Our connection with the
Madonna of the Blue Rose can signify a time when we are learning to love and respect ourselves as
humans, realising that we have particular opportunities as human beings to use our free will in beautiful,
creative and healing ways. This module can stimulate both healing acceptance of our humanity and
greater flow of creativity.
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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MODULE 8
– Madonna of the Indigo Rose
In this module we work through a guided visualisation process,
to connect with Our Lady’s wisdom. Beautiful epithets for Mother
Mary arise from the Songs of Solomon in the Hebrew Bible, adopted in
Christian writings as emblems for the Madonna. One of these symbols is
the Tower of Ivory or Turris Eburnea in Latin. The ivory tower is an expression
in modern parlance for a place that is removed from the realm of mundane
concerns, within which one can explore esoteric matters free from distraction.
In art, the Tower of Ivory is often depicted in the Hortus Conclusus or Enclosed
Garden, another esoteric symbol for Our Lady originally inspired by Hebrew scripture.
The private, protected garden is safe from intrusion. In such a garden, Mother Mary is often
depicted with a unicorn, The unicorn is a pure being. It evades capture and rejects violence.
These are the symbols of Our Lady as pure and sacred sanctuary. The Madonna of the Indigo Rose
reminds us to trust in her, to provide ourselves with comfort, peace and tranquility.

MODULE 9
– Madonna of the Violet Rose
In this module you will participate in a guided energy healing process, learning about the release of grief
and the need for rest in order to heal. We connect with a particular form of Mother Mary known as Our
Lady of Salette. She appeared as a vision before two children, speaking of a time of suffering ahead,
and begged for people to restore adherence to the day of rest to avoid such calamities. She predicted
devastated crops and famine, illness and suffering, all of which came to pass. She was devastated
because without their involvement, she could not protect the people any further from the outcome of
their actions. How could honouring a day of rest be so important to rectifying dire circumstances? It is
the opportunity to recover – in our minds, our bodies, our land and our natural resources, that allow for
life to flourish. This form of Our Lady helps us break the negative cycle of pushing too hard for too long,
and instead discover a more nourishing and soul-honouring rhythm by which to live.
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MODULE 10
– Madonna of the Black Rose
Here we embrace a beautiful breath-movement-visualisation
process and connect particularly with the sacred power of the
Black Madonna. The Black Madonna is truly of the people. She is not
owned by anyone and is especially not owned by those who deal in the
currency of power rather than the grace of love. The Black Madonna is a
natural, radical, gentle, and fierce face of Mother Mary. Her wisdom teaches
us that Mary will do whatever she wants and needs to do to accomplish her
aims of spiritual freedom for all beings. She is not dissuaded by the prospect of
challenging the established hierarchy. Her powerful spiritual path led her outside
of social conventions repeatedly and that is where all the most important elements of
her life journey occurred. The Black Madonna speaks directly to the soul and those who
are feeling challenged by societal mores and wanting to live more authentically from their
hearts, rather than following the crowd, or who are honestly acknowledging a truth that others
may be denying, often connect with her very deeply.

MODULE 11
– Madonna of the Coral Rose
In this module we continue our journey with a guided meditative movement process to sense the
presence of Our Madonna of the Coral Rose as Sophia or Wisdom. Wisdom is not intellectual thought;
it is knowing – embodied, eternal, undeniable and undeterrable. The Madonna of the Coral Rose is
Shekinah, the dwelling place for the divine presence articulated in the Jewish and Christian theologies,
and the name of the Divine Feminine in the Jewish mystical Kabbala. One of Mary’s names is the Throne
of Wisdom. The throne is the regal seat. Mary is the place where wisdom rests. The goddess Isis is also
represented by the Throne as her Hieroglyph and headdress. To give wisdom pride of place is to live a
life that is in harmony with our heart and soul. It requires courage, yet we can only know genuine peace
and fulfillment when we are living in connection with what feels genuinely true at a soul level. Sophia or
Wisdom asks us to live our truths, to dare to dwell in our bodies and embrace our unique spiritual healing
journey.
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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MODULE 12
– Madonna of the Turquoise Rose
In this module we’ll use invocation, voice and gentle movement process, to connect with the
Madonna of the Turquoise Rose as Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal. This form of Mother Mary
often resonates for those who feel called to a special life purpose that challenges the status
quo. We may know that such a life purpose is not going to be easy, but through divine grace,
Mother Mary promises us that we will be given the power to succeed. We need trust because
sometimes we may feel like we are being guided to do something that we are not sure we can
do! We may need to find the courage to face obstacles and not give up. We will need to put a lot
of effort into self-healing and self-expression but the ultimate power of success will not come
from us, but from her divine grace. In essence, we are spiritually ‘covered’. Understanding this
can bring us relief, joy and an unusually high degree of courage and confidence to dive into our
life path and purpose with trust.

MODULE 13
– Madonna of the Silver Rose
Here we find healing through gentle dance and the mantra process, connecting with Our Lady
as the Mirror of Justice. To be mirrored faithfully is to have your reality shown to you. The divine
mirror of Mary is not a passive receptacle. It is a revelation, a giver of insight, one that through
her greater spiritual capacity allows us to know ourselves more truthfully and more clearly in her
presence. We often connect with this form of Our Lady when we are ready to see a truth that we
had avoided dealing with in the past, because at a soul level we have now evolved to the point of
being able to face it and move through any challenges or growth that must occur for us to deal
with that truth. As the Mirror of Justice, Our Lady faithfully reflects the divine plan, the highest
order of things. When we feel a connection with Our Lady of the Silver Rose, as the Mirror of
Justice, there is often some powerful realignment taking place in our lives.

MODULE 14
– Madonna of the Gold Rose
In this final module we culminate our spiritual journey with a dance meditation healing process
and our beautiful closing session. The form of Our Lady in this module is Our Madonna of the
Gold Rose as the Divine Mother who brings forth the golden or divine consciousness in all
beings. In Greek, the Theotokos means ‘Mother of God’ or ‘God bearer’. In Latin, she is Mater
Dei. The Divine Mother is the mother of divinity. Mother Mary is not only a sublime spiritual
being, but also the wisdom, means and method through which the highest consciousness is
birthed in us. She literally shows us how to awaken our innate divine potential and express it.
There will be many beautiful opportunities, and many challenges, which will distil our divine
essence, and help us become all that we were born to be. One of the beautiful epithets that refer
to Mary in her role as the Theotokos is the ‘life giving spring’ or ‘life giving font’ (or fountain).
This refers to Mother Mary’s miraculous power and support, her promise that we shall receive
all that we need through her grace.
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ROSA MYSTICA

ONLINE FORUM
Your investment in the Rosa Mystica program
includes membership in a private online forum
specifically focused on the modality. In this
space you can discuss your studies with our team
and other participants in the program, building
a connection with members of the soul group
moving through the program along with you.
Whilst the forum is not a therapy group, nor a
substitute for professional counseling, it is a
lovely way to feel connected and supported as you
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experience and share your journey. We encourage
you to engage with this group, whether you are
a person who is comfortable being very vocal
or prefers to be a quieter member, contributing
only occasionally. All members bring something
of value to the community and you are warmly
welcomed to participate as is authentic for you.
We have noted that those who participate in
the forum often experience a sense of deeper
belonging and connection which can be enriching.

COMMUNITY OF THE SACRED

feel connected and supported
as you experience and share
your journey ...

Alana’s carefully selected training team hosts the
forum to answer questions and provide compassionate
guidance. Alana and the team meet regularly and work
as one to support each other and the community.
Alana is spiritually present in all online forums and
programs, and offers sacred sessions online to
community members at various intervals, whilst the
regular sacred support sessions hosted by our team,
scheduled regularly throughout the term, help nourish
the soul journey of those working through the program,
providing spiritual relief.
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM

ROSE OF VENUS
The Rose of Venus is the name attributed to the sacred geometry
configuration formed by the dance of Venus through the skies
around our beautiful Mother Earth. As Venus weaves her way
around the Earth, her movements form a five-petalled rose.
What does this mean? The rose is an enduring symbol
of the Divine Feminine and the cosmic rose is created
through the sacred relationship between Venus and
Earth. The Rose of Venus is a spiritual mirror for
the special gift of Venusian energy on Earth. Those
attracted to the light of Venus, and to Our Lady,
often sense a soul connection with Venus – and her
particular qualities of light, radiance and beauty.
Venus is the cosmic radiance body of the Divine
Feminine in our solar system, and has long been
associated with Mother Mary who is honoured
as the Morning and Evening Star, which is also
Venus herself. Our Lady is a spiritual embodiment
of Venus in human form. She is humanity’s very
own Priestess of Venus. Our Lady models the way
to embody and emanate divinely beautiful Venusian
radiance during our human life on Earth. The purpose
of such embodied radiance is to enhance the birthing
of higher consciousness, of love, on Earth. No wonder
Mother Mary was such a rebel during her lifetime. Like
those that love her, she is ‘ahead of the consciousness
curve’ and willing to be utilised by the divine to help move
the human race forward spiritually.
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Rose of Venus – Unique Rosa Mystica
Membership Program
The Rose of Venus is our special Rosa Mystica membership program. Membership
costs USD 111 per year and is an optional extra only available to those new to the
course and graduates of the program.
The membership brings additional benefits to the Rosa Mystica course. These
include exclusive access to the Rosa Mystica community library that houses Alana’s
community-wide opening and closing sessions each year. It also includes exclusive
content, such as our team-hosted events which are offered live and recorded and stored
in the Rosa Mystica community resource library and other materials unique to Rosa Mystica
and only available to members.

Live Sessions
The Rose of Venus live sessions are facilitated annually and comprise six sessions per year with three
per term. Hosted by our team, the sessions mirror the unfolding configuration of the Rose of Venus in
our own souls.
Each of the five petals echoes the five life phases of a rose, culminating in the sixth session honouring
Our Lady in her various forms such as Stella Maris, the shining Star of the Sea, offering deep comfort,
nourishment, protection and guidance for our authentic soul journey, or Our Lady of Guadalupe, with
miraculous roses appearing to support the soul journey and life mission of her beloved children.
Our Rose of Venus Membership Program deepens the explorations of the Rosa Mystica materials and
allows us to work together as a group using practices to cultivate and emanate the energies experienced
through the course. Together we evolve in our ability to embody and radiate the sacred beauty and divine
light of Our Lady.

ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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Just Like the Exquisite Perfume of the Rose
Group energy work can elevate your personal studies,
increasing your connection with the materials,
bringing them to life in a more precious, palpable way
in your body, mind and soul. The energy of the group,
consciously held and guided with love, can amplify
your personal efforts. Together we can lift each other
spiritually and strengthen the presence of Our Lady
in our lives for the greater good. It can also be a fun
and meaningful way to increase our energies and feel a
sense of meaningful belonging.
When we put energy into our practice, the inner mystical
rose of the soul grows. Practice stimulates that inner rose
to release its perfume. The rose releases its fragrance as
the petals unfold. This is a signal that it is ready to attract
pollinators like Earth Mother’s precious bees.
Pollination is a symbol for spreading energies so that life can
flourish. Pollination is also essential for seeds to be generated. In
spiritual traditions from shamanism to Christianity, seeds represent
our innate potential and the power of the sacred to transform and heal our
world. As the Christian tradition puts it, faith the size of a mustard seed can
move mountains.
Spiritual practice allows our souls to release the sacred perfume – the energies of love, grace,
comfort, protection and faith. Only then can those energies be received and circulated to help nourish
our planet and her precious creatures, just like Our Lady nourishes us. Together, we can generate sacred
seeds to benefit future generations, with love.
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The Rose of Venus Sessions
Session One - Achene (Seeds)
Achene is the botanical name for the seeds of roses.
Rose seeds germinate within the rosehip, the fruit
created by the blooming flower. They are deeply
symbolic of the sometimes hidden but nonetheless
powerful potential within.
In this opening session we will reflect on the new
seeds we are planting in our lives with our intention
and our activity.
When we want to grow roses, we must plant rose seeds.
No use planting a turnip seed and expecting a rose plant
to grow! What seeds do we want to plant?

Session Two - Yidam of Our Lady (Propagation)
Propagation of a rose plant is reproducing a new plant from a
simple cutting of the parent plant. Rooted cuttings will create
replicas of their parents.
In Eastern mystery traditions, the internalisation of an enlightened
divine being, and visualising oneself as holding that energy within and
uniting with it, is known as a yidam practice or meditation on the deity.
In many ways it is the practice of propagating the seeds of the divine within
ourselves.
This practice of ‘sacred propagation’ awakens us to the divine presence of Our Lady within our
souls. We emulate Our Lady at a spiritual level, not to lose ourselves, but to become one with her loving
grace. In doing so we discover our real selves and become divinely empowered to express our true inner
potential.
ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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Session Three - Flower of Life (Blooming)
When we start to bloom spiritually, our lives begin to
change because our minds have changed. We may
heal from the inside first but eventually our outer
lives evolve to mirror the beauty within.
In this session we contemplate what is blooming in
our souls, in our hearts, in our lives. What wants to
flower and needs to be given permission to do so?
The Flower of Life is an ancient symbol that
represents creative manifestation. Mother Mary is
the Flower of Life in human form, allowing for divine
birthing to happen through her without resistance
or distortion, and with great trust and confidence.
Where are you being asked to allow for manifestation
to happen? Our Lady can help us find clarity, conviction
and creativity.

Session Four - Soul Perfume (Pollination)
Allowing ourselves to be seen, heard or felt for the beauty of
our inner truth requires a deep and steady sense of self-worth,
as well as courage and grace. Others may not always see things
as you do, especially when you are spiritually moving ahead of the
curve, such as with the higher consciousness of Venus. Yet those
who are capable of receiving what you are offering will be attracted to
your sacred essence like pollinators to perfume.
Roses have thorns that help protect them. What are your thorny protective
patterns? Protection and defensiveness are two different things. To make our
protection sacred, meaningful and conscious allows us to feel safe to open up. We feel
expressive rather than exposed. And then we are able to allow our energies to flow and be received
and shared by others.
In this session we can contemplate what it is to truly experience spiritual protection with Our Lady.
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Session Five - Deep Rest (Dormancy)
Gardeners will often talk of roses needing to sleep. It takes 10 times the energy to produce
seeds than it does to produce flowers. The dormant period is a time for the rose to reorient its
energies from outer blooming and focus on inner renewal. Roses must be allowed to rest and
renew themselves. The energy pulls away from the plant’s flowering and allows for new hips
to start forming and ripening.
The soul goes through similar phases, sometimes radical
and dramatic, at other times more subtle. Confidence and
trust are required to follow the natural flow of energy
and to allow new forms to manifest in the right time.
Roses need coldness to go into dormancy. They need
water. These are yin or feminine energies. They move
inwards and downwards. They ground and anchor us,
like a spiritual equivalent to a refreshing deep sleep.
This session we seek to become conscious of where
we need to replenish, release and have powerful
faith that in letting go, new life can and will occur.

Session Six - Our Lady, Priestess of Venus
(Blessing)
In this session we allow our own soul rose to be
nourished by Our Lady. Any of her forms from the
Rosa Mystica program may be intuitively selected to
feature as the focus for contemplation and sharing.
Participants may like to share their experiences of the
forms of Our Lady that resonated most strongly for
them at certain times in their lives.
We consider and meditate upon the light of Venus. This
sublime sacred feminine radiance is the same light that
awakens in matter and in the cells of our bodies, as we become
more conscious. This is the light of the awakened soul, like a
beautiful lamp glowing with warmth and reassurance. Where is
there light in our lives? What ways support us in accessing that
light and being that light in our world?
Together with Our Lady we shine the light of love and soul to help each
other see more readily and find our most authentic, beautiful way.
Our Six Rose of Venus sessions are conducted around weeks three, eight and 13
each term. Recordings are placed in the community resource library if you are not able
to attend live. You will have access to the library for the duration of your membership. You are
welcome to join the Rose of Venus Membership Program at any time, and you will be sent an email
reminder to renew towards the end of the 12-month period. For more information, please reach out to our
Assistance Angel at asssistance@alanafairchild.com.

ROSA MYSTICA COURSE PROSPECTUS
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Additional Mentoring Support
Although there is considerable support in the forum for our community
and in our Rose of Venus membership program, if you are going through
intense transformation, sometimes you will need extra support and at
times we may suggest that you seek out additional guidance, healing and
support from an appropriate professional.
We have a small team of mentors that are well versed in our courses and processes,
Alana’s work, and the soul healing journey that you may choose to reach out to for extra
help if you wish at an additional cost.
Although we do recommend it at certain times, you are not obliged to seek mentoring, nor are you
obliged to consult with our suggested mentors if you do seek mentoring. We encourage you to trust your
heart and seek support from the sources that feel best for you. We wholeheartedly support you in this.
We find that the best mentoring relationship is one with trust, love and positive encouragement. The
choice of mentor, and the outcome of the session, is beyond the scope of the training, and any guarantees
that we can offer, but we believe that it can be of value to the soul and your spiritual journey, and at the
right time, can help you process the material that tends to arise during the course more readily.

Graduation
Upon your completion of the Mother Mary program you will receive a beautiful electronic Certificate of
Completion. This will be a testament to the valuable spiritual journey you’ve undertaken. You also retain
access to your course forum, as well as lifetime access to course materials, as well as the opportunity
to join our Rose of Venus membership program for a small annual fee, if you have not already done so
during the course. You are free to revisit the course materials at any time and many students like to
return and work through the program at various times.
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NEXT STEPS
After graduation from the Rosa Mystica course, we invite you to consider taking your soul
journey to new depths by moving onto one of our modality courses – such as Saraswati
Healing™ or the Kuan Yin Transmission™ program.

SARASWATI HEALING™
In Saraswati Healing™ we will evolve into a new healing channel
with the divine energies of Angels, Ascended Masters, Goddesses
and Crystalline frequencies. During this 16-week modality
course, you’ll join Alana Fairchild and the community on an
exploration of both heart and throat chakra based modalities,
centred on speaking words of love, empowerment and wisdom.
These specific intentions are built in a sacred container that
attracts, amplifies, and circulates divine healing energies while
working with Alana’s oracle decks, books, sacred music, and
meditations as spiritual tools to support you along the process.
If you have already completed the foundations level, you may
wish to explore the 16-week intermediate level training in Saraswati
Healing™ Tantric Flow.

KUAN YIN TRANSMISSION™
This vibrant, high-energy yet deeply grounding spiritual healing modality connects
you with a powerful and loving frequency of consciousness that will stimulate your
spiritual growth, support your life path in all ways and initiate you as a bearer of light on
this planet, for the greater good of all.
In Kuan Yin Transmission™ you will learn to connect and channel Our Five Enlightened Mothers
– Kuan Yin, Isis, Mother Mary, Tara and Kali, as a spiritual practice and a healing modality for yourself,
others and our planet. Over the 16-week course, you’ll join Alana Fairchild and the community as you are
initiated into the sacred practices of invocation, channeling and healing with these divine enlightened
beings. You will be empowered to practice the modality as a form of healing and as a spiritual path.
If you have completed the Kuan Yin Transmission™ foundations practice, you may wish to consider the
32-week Kuan Yin Transmission™ Guardianship program which introduces advanced level practices on
the Kuan Yin Transmission™ pathway.
If you feel called to the Saraswati Healing™ modality, you can explore more here. And if you feel called
to the Kuan Yin Transmission™ modality, you can explore more here. Our team is also happy to answer
any questions you may have by reaching out to support@alanafairchild.com.
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YOUR
TEACHER
ALANA FAIRCHILD
- INSPIRED CREATRIX
Alana Fairchild is a rare teacher who embodies her free-spirited, loving, and
empowering teachings, communicating from a place of authentic being and
considerable experience, making esoteric wisdom accessible and relevant for
modern humans. She will teach you how to connect to the heart.
Through lessons of her own spiritual journey, she has created over 22 oracle decks, 13
books, and 33 albums of music and meditation. These tools have expanded souls across
the globe.
Her work has been translated into over 11 languages, helping to share
her message of universal love, soul empowerment, playful freedom and
generous compassion.
This sacred online journey is here to help you and others experience,
as well as empower the soul by developing your connection to the
divine qualities within you, whilst learning how to authentically
accept and transform through the most challenging facets of
the human journey into nourishing wisdom.
Alana has the spiritual juice to nourish your unique soul journey,
setting her apart and imbuing her work with effectiveness and
beauty.
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YOUR ROSA MYSTICA

INVESTMENT
Your 14-module soul inspiring Rosa Mystica program costs USD
888. Payment plans are also available at checkout for USD 222 per
month over a four-month period.
There are no additional tools or materials needed for enrolment in
our Mother Mary Rosa Mystica program. All the required learning
materials are provided as part of the training muscles, and you just
need to turn up with an open heart and mind, ready to undertake
your soul’s journey.
However, you may like to download Alana’s Mother Mary Oracle,
Mother Mary Oracle Journal and meditation albums, Mother Mary
Meditations and Holy Sisters Meditations with Mother Mary and
Kuan Yin. These extra materials can support your journey, but they
are not required to participate in the program.
If you would like to purchase these materials you can do so at the
links below:

○ Mother Mary Oracle
○ Mother Mary Oracle Journal
○ Mother Mary Meditations
○ Holy Sisters Meditations
You may also wish to enrol in the Rose of Venus membership
program at an additional cost of USD 111 per year. This is an optional
extra only available to those new to the course and graduates of the
program.
The membership brings additional benefits to the Rosa Mystica
course. These include exclusive access to the Rosa Mystica
community library that houses Alana’s community-wide opening and
closing sessions each year. It also includes exclusive content, such
as our team-hosted events which are offered live and recorded and
stored in the Rosa Mystica community resource library and other
materials unique to Rosa Mystica and only available to members.
Throughout the Rosa Mystica program, you will be held in the
heart field of Alana, her higher guidance, and her team. Having
this energetic support from Alana and the team provides you with
a container of unconditional love for your journey which is another
special aspect of the training. We have received feedback from our
community members about how special this is.
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LOVE NOTES FROM OUR COMMUNITY

‘Alana’s ability to channel pure pathways of healing and teach them in modern ways is
one of the greatest gifts I have ever received.’

– Rena, Hawaii

‘My eyes were opened to a truth of how destiny calls us, and a
deepening in my heart with such connections and alignment
to have such purpose in this world.’

– Karen, Australia

‘This work is an unfolding journey of Divine grace, with healing
benefits for all of Earth and her inhabitants.’

– Laura, Australia

‘Rosa Mystica is a gift and a modern pathway I would recommend to anyone seeking to
bring the Divine into their everyday life.’

– Dianne, Australia
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‘In these times of accelerated transformation and awakening, life can become a bit
intimidating and overwhelming at times, especially when you go through one of those
dark nights of the soul. I found the teachings and meditations offered in the Rosa
Mystica Course to be an incredibly powerful tool to stay anchored and connected to the
ever present vibration of love, nurturing and gentleness offered by the Divine Mother
or in this case the Madonna. So often do we fall into self doubt, judgement and lack of
self love when we are in the midst of our descend into physical, emotional and mental
darkness. Even though we might know on some level that this is a necessary process to
prepare for the birth to a new light/consciousness, it can become extremely
painful on so many different levels. I found every meditation helped
me heal another aspects of Self in the most loving way with no
pressure, no judgement and no have tos. It was so refreshing
to experience Alana Fairchild’s style to engage you in her
work as a divine channel without making you feel small or
insignificant in any form or way. I love this as it is something
I, too, focus on when offering healing and guidance to those
who are seeking me out.
Thank you all for having become such a beautiful addition to
my path of ascension to a higher consciousness at this time.
I am recommending the Rosa Mystica Course to everyone,
including my sister in Germany.
Love, peace and blessings.’

– Brigitte, USA
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RESPECT FROM
AND FOR OUR TEAM
We are here for the sacred purpose of facilitating your awakening for the spiritual benefit of all beings.
As a team, we work together so we can be here to hold space and to provide energetic support and
practical solutions for all facets of work needed for our community. We each bring our own sacred
presence and our willingness to learn and grow.
We have compassion for the difficulties that can arise with technology and administration, as well as
the spiritual facets of the soul journey. We want to work with you to resolve any issues that may arise for
some participants from time to time.
If you encounter difficulties with communication or technology, or any facet of the
program, please know that we want to work through the situation with you to find
a solution.
When we communicate with you, we do so with consideration, empathy
and respect, and we ask that you do so with us too. We have made a
commitment to you and the community, to be here, to hold a light, to
have compassion and to help each other as best we can.
In a community that regularly works with strong energies, we
recognise that both blessings and difficulties can become
amplified. It is our own consciousness that helps us work
with that as constructively, and creatively, as we can, for
best outcome. We encourage every community member to
take personal responsibility for their energy and responses
to whatever arises, whilst reaching out to our team with a
collaborative spirit to create healing outcomes.
Patience has its own beauty and can help with the resolution
of any issues and associated emotions that may arise at times.
We are all taking this beautiful but sometimes challenging
human journey, and we hope that with love, patience and
compassion, the way can be smoother and more joyful for us
all.
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FAQS
Do I need prior experience to do the course?
There are no prerequisites needed to join this program, other than to enter into it with an open heart and
mind, seeking healing, empowerment and connection to divine spiritual energy.
We truly believe that if you feel drawn to this training, then your heart is ready to be immersed in the
program’s frequency of loving divine presence, authentic soul, and the grounded wisdom that Alana
herself radiates. Your heart will sense when it is time for you to join us on the journey to becoming an
expansive channel for love, light and wisdom.

What is the pace of the course?
The program is designed to be self-paced. You may take it as slowly or as quickly as suits you. However,
we have structured it to take approximately one hour per module, and in our forum we generally explore
one module per week.
While you can undertake the course as an immersive program, completing one module as often as you
like, perhaps several in one week, we encourage you to consider completing one module per week to
allow for full, supportive integration.

Do I need any extra materials to undertake the training?
No. Everything that you need to undertake the training is contained within the supplied course materials.
If you wish you may download Alana’s Mother Mary Oracle, Mother Mary Oracle Journal and meditation
albums, Mother Mary Meditations and Holy Sisters Meditations with Mother Mary and Kuan Yin. These
extra materials can support your journey, but they are not required to participate in the program.

Receiving your graduation certificate
When you have completed your Mother Mary course, you will receive a beautiful electronic certificate
via email. You may wish to print and frame this to remind you of your accomplishment and beautiful soul
journey.

Is there an assessment?
There are no assessments in the Rosa Mystica program, however we do ask all our participants for an
entry of sacred reflection and an additional creative offering during the second half of the program.
The sacred reflection is a letter that shares your key experiences throughout the course. We encourage
participants in the program to keep a journal throughout their journey with us, so they can reflect on
their progress and realisations, thoughtfully distilling those at the end of the program.
We also encourage participants to embrace the opportunity for sharing a creative offering with us,
which can be such a beautiful, surprising and empowering experience for you to integrate, embody and
express your experiences throughout the course in a soulful culmination. From dances, to songs, poems,
channellings, gardens, altar offerings and paintings, our creative offering process is embraced by our
community, stimulated by the spiritual energies of our work together, and tends to foster an even deeper
realisation of the sacredness of your soul journey.
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... be immersed in the
divine loving presence of
Our Lady ...
Is this course suitable for beginners or
advanced students?
This course is suitable for both beginners and more
advanced students. There are no special skills, belief
systems or prerequisites necessary to successfully
complete the program. All you truly need is a willingness
to open your heart and the courage to embrace the
program.
A beginner can complete this course. And even if you
believe you are a beginner, if you feel attracted to this
program you are more likely an Old Soul (who perhaps
just hasn’t realised it yet).
Those with more experience on their spiritual path can
gain benefit from the program too. Alana has been working
with Mother Mary for her entire life and had beautiful
new experiences with Mother Mary in the creation of the
Rosa Mystica course, Trust your heart-attraction to the
program. There is likely a deeper spiritual reason for that
pull and, therefore, benefit to be gained.

Can I enrol in more than one course at a time?
Yes. Some community members enjoy enrolling in a nonmodality course, such as this Rosa Mystica program,
alongside a more intense modality course like Saraswati
Healing™ or the Kuan Yin Transmission™ program. This
can work very well.
However, the modality courses are deeply immersive
and you will need to allow adequate time for rest and
integration, as well as practice and study. So whilst
we encourage you to trust your own inspiration and
enthusiasm, we also want you to pace yourself and trust
in the wisdom of steady progress too, savouring the
fullness of each program.
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FAQS
Will I have access to Alana during the course?
Alana is always spiritually present in the course, and the forums are hosted by a carefully selected team
of healers and mentors who are very close to Alana and the team is in regular communication with her,
doing the work together of holding the space for the magic of the work to unfold in the soul. They will
share messages directly from Alana and you will have a chance to connect with Alana at the opening
and closing online ceremonies for the training. Alana’s direct involvement is also strongly felt through
the content of the courses and key video instructions which flow from her, with some additional
supportive offerings from the team as well.
The holding of space and energetic integrity in the course process is an ongoing and
always evolving collaboration between Alana, our beautiful human team and the
Spiritual Guidance inspiring the work. Keeping Alana’s spiritual presence in the
program and the forums is something we take very seriously, providing support
on an energetic level as well as creating a safe space for people to connect
and share.

What are the dates for the courses?
Terms for our courses start in March and August each year, officially
opening on the first Monday of the month.
Please note that our team takes time to replenish over the end of
year period, taking a break over December and January to ensure we
are operating at our best and brightest and deepest for our community
during the programs. It takes a lot of energy to hold space for our
community, and we treasure our community members so we want to
ensure that we walk our talk and practice soul care too.
The hosted forums slow down into ‘rest mode’ during that time. This is
our way of honouring the bright vivacious energy of spirit balanced with
the deep restorative feminine earth energies.

What is the refund policy?
We do not offer refunds on this program. Sensitive souls will often feel the
energy shift immediately upon enrolment, even prior to the course beginning. We
have already committed resources to you, particularly at an energetic level, and places
in the program are limited. Nor do we offer refunds if you are unable, for whatever reason,
to complete the course or if we cannot offer you certification as an accredited practitioner.
However our team wants to help you on your journey and we will do our best to help you find a way to
resolve any issues you may have.
We want you to feel fulfilled by the program and encourage open communication with our team should
there be any questions or concerns throughout the program. Please always feel free to reach out to us.

I’m having an issue or challenge. How can I resolve it?
We want to help you. If you are having issues with any aspect of the program, or are facing challenges
on the journey, please email our Support Angel. We care about you and we want to help find a solution.
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“I’ve been a part of this community since 2017, and it has only grown and deepened with
Alana’s offerings and courses that she consistently creates and shares with the
world. The energy and offerings from Alana, and her team of earth angels,
has expanded to what I liken to “a festival of soul” where in every corner
there is an offering of healing, wisdom, and play (literally – healing
rituals are always offered via zoom from her fabulous team). I feel
like I am held in such a safe and protected space (and fun!). A space
where you come as you are.
Alana’s energy is always felt within the community (how could it
not), and offers regular Q&As, blessings and whatever else she
feels is needed. It feels that she offers this overarching rainbow
of energy holding us all in this sphere of soul freedom, allowing
us to all find our individual voices and purpose to share with
the world. Alana’s team oversees all that is happening, and not
only deals with all the earthly side of the community group, and
course support, but ensures that everyone has the opportunity
to continue to develop themselves and their own inner healing
through their constant and numerous offerings to the community.
And then…there is the community itself where we all are a supportive,
authentic group of humans, supporting, learning, and holding space for
each other. I continue to be a part of this community for all these reasons, and
that there is no pressure, I choose how active I want to be at any time and what offerings
I choose to take up. I haven’t experienced such support and immense and vast offerings before.
Very grateful to be a part of this movement.”
– Natalie Jane, Australia
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LOGISTICAL REQUIREMENTS
OF THE ROSA MYSTICA COURSE
Acceptance of Terms & Conditions
On registering for our beautiful Mystical Rose course, you will be asked to review and accept our Terms
& Conditions. If you have any questions with respect to these Terms & Conditions, please reach out to
our team who would love to help guide you through the process.
If you would like to review those Terms & Conditions separately, you may access them via our Online
Terms & Conditions portal.

Beginning Your Training
Accessing Your Training Materials
You will need internet access and a computer (Mac or PC) to access the training
materials. Some students are also able to access the materials through their tablet,
iPad or via a mobile phone with data access. You will also need a working email
account to correspond with us and to receive our feedback and guidance
along the way.
All of our courses are hosted on Kajabi, with online
events hosted on Zoom. Once you have purchased
your desired course, you will receive an email that
welcomes you to your Kajabi account. Within this
email you will receive your username with a
one-time password to login to your course.
Click the login link in the email and enter
your email and one-time password. This
will take you to your course portal.
You can access your course portal
through your desktop browser at
https://healing.alanafairchild.com/
and/or you can download the
Kajabi app for your smartphone.
You can download the Kajabi app
with the links provided below.
Kajabi on the App Store
Kajabi - Apps on Google Play
If you do not receive an email
soon after you purchase the
course, please contact
support@alanafairchild.com
so
the team can assist you.
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Using Kajabi
We recognise that getting used to a new system can be challenging. If you are not familiar with technology,
then learning how to manage that part of the training may be a challenge too. This is completely normal
and nothing to worry about. You could see it as a great opportunity to practice breathing, trust and
surrender, as well as develop new skills.
Fortunately most trainees find the technology we use to be relatively user-friendly. Our Training and
Support Angels training@alanafairchild.com and support@alanafairchild.com are also available to help
you tackle any challenges in the technological aspect of the program. This process is quite simple and
for most people who already use email and the internet it should not be much of an adjustment.
For those that have not been involved much with technology, take heart! We’ve found that our community
members have patiently overcome any issues they had with adjusting to the use of technology and enjoy
what they have reported to be an extremely satisfying and positively life-enhancing program.

Engaging with Your Course Cohort
We have a dedicated online forum for the Kuan Yin Transmission foundations course which will give you
the option to connect with others who are enrolled in the program at the same time. Participation
within this online forum is not mandatory but is a resource for additional support throughout
your journey with the course. The community can help bring your experience of the program
to a new level and we encourage you to participate in a way that feels authentic for you.
We also have the unique Rose of Venus membership program which is only available
for Rosa Mystica participants and graduates. This program will allow you to embrace
the materials in a group setting deepening and enhancing your experiences and
your learning.

Pirated Materials
You are not required to purchase any additional materials for the Rosa
Mystica course. However, should you choose to purchase any of Alana’s
materials you should be aware that there has been a trend towards pirated
materials, particularly oracle decks. Decks that are considerably below
the RRP, as shown on the publisher’s website, or which feature a QR code
to access the guidebook (which the publisher does not issue for oracle
deck guidebooks) are best avoided.
We hope that you never experience the dismay that can accompany
receiving an inferior pirated copy of Alana’s work, but if that should
occur, we encourage you to reach out immediately to the retailer and/
or marketplace to report the situation and request a refund. To avoid
disappointment, please take extra care to purchase from a reputable seller
who states that the guidebook will be included in the deck.
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LOGISTICAL REQUIREMENTS
Copyright Responsibility
These training materials have been lovingly curated for this course and
are supplied for your personal use only and only for educational purposes.
They are not to be reprinted or shared in any way without Alana’s express
permission. Sometimes course participants love the materials so much
they want to share them with friends, family and clients. Generally provided
that appropriate credit is given, this is fine, but it is always appreciated
when you check with our team before doing so. You can do this easily by
asking in the forum, or sending us an email to support@alanafairchild.com.

Lifetime Access to Training Materials
You have lifetime access to training materials once you have paid for your
course in full. You may wish to download some course materials (most
are able to be downloaded) for ease of reference, but you will be able
to access them online too, and you will also find that there will be new
materials added to the course materials
and/or additional Rosa Mystica
community resource library from time
to time.
These may include additional supportive
teachings from our team or from Alana. Upon
completion of the program, you retain access to
these resources and will continue to gain benefit from
any evolution in the teachings as new offerings are added.
As a graduate of the Rosa Mystica program you also retain the
option of joining the Rose of Venus membership program for a
small additional annual fee. This is an optional extra only available to those
new to the course and graduates of the program. If you choose to join this
program, you will gain access to the Rosa Mystica community library that
houses Alana’s community-wide opening and closing sessions each year,
and including exclusive Rosa Mystica additional content, such as our teamhosted events which are offered live and recorded and stored in the Rosa
Mystica community resource library, as well as other materials unique to
Rosa Mystica and only available to members.
Please note that downloading any materials does not imply that they can be
made public or shared with anyone else without Alana’s express permission.
The training materials are for community members enrolled in the Rosa Mystica
course only. The course-specific forum is also only available to those community
members enrolled in the course and you will retain access to that after you have
finished the course.
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Training Others in the Modality Techniques
This is an exciting course, and while experiencing it you may feel the desire to
share it with loved ones. While we embrace your desire, you may not attempt
to implement any of the course techniques with others.
This course is more than just the training materials. It is the energetic
field of Alana Fairchild, the higher spiritual guidance and carefully
selected course administrators that energises the program and creates
transformation in the consciousness of the participants. There is
tremendous energetic input and holding of the training field beyond
the training materials which you may not
always be aware of consciously, but
is integral to your experience of the
course.
If you love the work enough to share it and
want others to gain the benefits that you have,
we thank you for this, and ask that you refer people
to the official Rosa Mystica program.

Registering as a Business for Tax Purposes
If you would like to you may register for the Rosa Mystica course
in your business name for tax purposes. You will be automatically
emailed a receipt from the payment gateway upon payment. If you wish to
receive your certificate in your personal name, rather than business name,
upon the completion of your training, you can add those details to the
relevant custom field.

Reaching out to our team
We understand that the language of terms and conditions and other legalities
may at times seem challenging. Although we cannot offer you legal advice,
we do want to help and we will do our best to respond to any questions you
have. We care and we want you to succeed. We are here to help.
We have also found that learning how to navigate unfamiliar territory with calm
inner trust can also help you grow at a soul level on the spiritual path.
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May our connection with Our Lady flourish, filling our
souls with joy, peace and confidence to embrace our life
path, and manifest loving wisdom to benefit all beings.
– Alana Fairchild

Community of the Sacred

ROSA MYSTICA

